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An abstract drawing from the 73,000-year-old 
levels at Blombos Cave, South Africa
Christopher S. Henshilwood1,2*, Francesco d’errico1,3, Karen L. van Niekerk1, Laure Dayet3,4, Alain Queffelec3 & Luca Pollarolo5,6

Abstract and depictive representations produced by drawing—
known from Europe, Africa and Southeast Asia after 40,000 years 
ago—are a prime indicator of modern cognition and behaviour1. 
Here we report a cross-hatched pattern drawn with an ochre 
crayon on a ground silcrete flake recovered from approximately 
73,000-year-old Middle Stone Age levels at Blombos Cave, South 
Africa. Our microscopic and chemical analyses of the pattern 
confirm that red ochre pigment was intentionally applied to the 
flake with an ochre crayon. The object comes from a level associated 
with stone tools of the Still Bay techno-complex that has previously 
yielded shell beads, cross-hatched engravings on ochre pieces and 
a variety of innovative technologies2–5. This notable discovery pre-
dates the earliest previously known abstract and figurative drawings 
by at least 30,000 years. This drawing demonstrates the ability of 

early Homo sapiens in southern Africa to produce graphic designs 
on various media using different techniques.

Blombos Cave (BBC) is situated on the southern Cape coast, about 
300 km east of Cape Town (34° 24′ 51′′ S, 21° 13′ 19′′ E). Excavations 
commenced in 1991 and are on-going. The site contains well-stratified 
Middle Stone Age (MSA) deposits dating to between 100 and 72 thousand  
years ago (ka)6, topped by a layer of sterile aeolian dune sand (dated 
to 70 ka) and Later Stone Age layers dated to 2 ka (Fig. 1). The MSA 
sequence consists of four phases, of which the upper two—‘BBC M1’ 
and ‘BBC M2 upper’—are associated with the Still Bay techno-complex, 
dated to about 77–73 ka7. These phases contain bifacial foliate points, of 
which 12% were heated before final shaping using pressure flaking5,8. 
Other cultural markers of the Still Bay from these layers include bone 
awls and spear points4, possible engravings of parallel and joining lines 
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Fig. 1 | Stratigraphy of the south section of Blombos Cave. Left, phases 
and optically stimulated luminescence dates for the Middle Stone Age 
levels at Blombos Cave. Centre, labels for individual layers superimposed 

on section. Right, layers from which the L13 silcrete flake with ochre 
drawings and previously described engraved ochre pieces were recovered. 
Scale bars, 1 cm.
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on bone4,9, beads made from Nassarius kraussianus shells (67 recovered 
thus far, some of which are stained with ochre3,10) and pieces of ochre 
engraved with geometric patterns, eight of which have been recovered 
thus far—of which two display distinct cross-hatched designs2,11.

The ‘M2 lower’ phase (dated to about 85–82 ka) is a low-intensity 
occupational horizon with no Still Bay type artefacts or engraved ochre. 
The M3 phase (dated to about 101–94 ka) contains abundant natural 
and used ochre, as well as ten pieces of ochre engraved with geometric 
designs that include three crosshatched motifs11. In addition, an in situ 
toolkit consisting of ochre, heated seal bone, charcoal and associated 
processing materials—used to create a liquid pigmented compound 
stored in abalone shells—was recovered from a layer of this phase that 
dates to about 100 ka6.

The silcrete flake with a cross-hatched pattern described here was exca-
vated in 2011 and comes from the M1 phase (layer CCC, square G7b). 
The objects recovered from this layer were gently washed with running 
tap water in the field and the laboratory, and dried at air temperature. The 
pattern on the piece was noticed during analysis of the lithic debitage. The 
piece was numbered L13 in the laboratory (Fig. 2, Supplementary Data 
and Supplementary Video). The flake is coarse-grained silcrete (length 
38.6 mm, width 12.8 mm and height 15.4 mm). The pattern is on a slightly 
concave smooth face—the flake’s striking platform—and extends to a flake 
scar on the same surface. It consists of a set of six straight sub-parallel lines 
(Fig. 3, lines 1–6) crossed obliquely by three slightly curved lines (lines 
7–9). Line 6 partially overlaps the edge of the flake scar, which suggests it 
was made after the flake became detached. All the lines are discontinuous 
and one (line 5) is wider and better defined than the others. Microscopic 
and chemical analyses confirm that the lines on L13 are composed of 
haematite-rich powder, commonly called ochre (Extended Data Fig. 1, 
Supplementary Information and Supplementary Table 2). They differ 
markedly in colour and composition from the silcrete and the orange cal-
cite patches present on the same surface. The abrupt termination of all 
lines on the fragment edges indicates that the pattern originally extended 
over a larger surface (Fig. 3b)—the pattern was probably more complex 
and structured in its entirety than in this truncated form.

Experimentally marking silcrete flakes with ochre crayons or paint 
indicates that the lines on L13 were produced with a crayon and thus 
constitute a drawing (Fig. 4, Extended Data Figs. 3, 4, Supplementary 
Information and Supplementary Table 1). Discontinuous lines consisting 
of loose powder in recesses and firmly adhering ochreous patches on 
elevated areas are produced when experimentally marking a silcrete flake 
with an ochre crayon. Parallel striations are visible on the patches. These 
same diagnostic features are seen on the lines composing the pattern on 
L13. By contrast, our experimental painted lines have clear edges, are sol-
idly filled and show no striations (Extended Data Fig. 7a). The deposits 
produced by the two techniques are still clearly visible on the experimental 
material after rinsing under running water (Extended Data Fig. 7c).

The width of the lines on the archaeological material, compared 
to their experimental counterpart, indicates that they were probably 
drawn with a pointed ochre crayon (Extended Data Fig. 5). Lines 2, 
3, 4, 7, 8 and 9 were made by a single stroke with a 1.3–3.3-mm-wide 
ochre tip. Line 5 is wider and the ochre is more continuous, probably 
because it was created with multiple strokes. On experimental drawn 
lines, loose powder followed by a compacted streak is an indicator of 

stroke direction. When applied to the L13 drawing, this observation 
shows that the single-stroke lines 2, 3 and 4 were drawn in the same 
direction (Extended Data Figs. 3, 4). Line 5 is a multiple-stroke line, 
perhaps produced by a to-and-fro motion (Fig. 3). Line 6 does not 
show clear indication of directionality. Line 8—and probably lines 7 
and 9—was drawn in a direction opposite to that of lines 2, 3 and 4, 
which could indicate that the object was turned during drawing. The 
order in which the lines were drawn could not be established.

The surface on L13 with the drawing is smoothed by grinding and 
shows microscopic haematite-rich residues, which indicates that the 
object is a flake from a grindstone that was used to process ochre before 
the drawing was made (Extended Data Fig. 2). Subsequent cleaning of 
the grindstone by the inhabitants of BBC removed most traces of loose 
ochre powder (produced during grinding), and left a surface that was 
almost clean but which retained minute traces of ochre. Tribological 
analysis conducted with two different methods supports the grind-
stone hypothesis; it shows that the surface with the drawing is signif-
icantly smoother than the other faces of L13 and typical cortical and 
knapped surfaces of other pieces of silcrete recovered from MSA levels 
at BBC, which confirms that the smoothing recorded on L13 cannot 
be due to natural processes (Extended Data Fig. 6a, b, Supplementary 
Information and Supplementary Table 3).

Experimental reproduction of the lines found on L13 using the same 
technique (that is, using a pointed ochre crayon) indicates that the 
drawing was more visible when it was produced and that the loose pow-
der that originally composed the lines was subsequently lost through 
taphonomic processes and rinsing. The lines produced on smooth 
silcrete—such as on L13—are better defined than on rough surfaces; 
and the ochre crayon used for the design was probably soft and pro-
duced lines that adhered well to the silcrete. We conclude that the ochre 
crayon was intentionally used to produce a cross-hatched design.

Ochre powder was used for practical purposes by MSA people;  
for example, as a glue additive and perhaps as a sun screen12,13. 
Experimental reproduction of numerous lines longer than all those on 
L13 (Extended Data Fig. 3b, Supplementary Information) produced less 
than 1 mg of ochre powder, thus discounting a utilitarian objective for 
the production of the L13 lines.

Fig. 2 | Image of the Blombos Cave silcrete flake L13 displaying the 
drawn lines that form a cross-hatched pattern. Image credit, C. Foster.
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Fig. 3 | Renditions of L13. a, Tracing with the drawn red lines numbered, 
the calcite patches shown in orange and the ochre residues in dark red. The 
ground surface is coloured light grey, the darker grey area indicates a flake 
scar and the darkest grey indicates the breakage fractures after L13 became 
detached from the originally larger grindstone. b, Schematic of lines 
extending beyond the outline of the present flake.
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Abstract engravings are known from several archaeological sites  
that pre-date the Later Stone Age (which began about 42–44 ka) in 
Africa, and from the Upper Palaeolithic (dated to about 44 ka) in 
Europe; these include an engraved shell from Trinil dated to 540 ka14, 
an engraved bone from Bilzingsleben at 370 ka15, engraved ochre 
from BBC (100–73 ka)11, engraved cortices from Qafzeh (90 ka)16 and 
Quneitra (60 ka)17, engraved ostrich egg shells from Diepkloof18 and 
Klipdrift Shelter (65–59 ka)19 and engraved bedrock from Gorham’s 
Cave (over 40 ka)20. A date of 66–64 ka—which would indicate 
Neanderthal authorship—has recently been proposed for ochre mark-
ings from three caves in Spain21,22. However, the earliest previously 
known evidence for drawing techniques comes from much younger 

sites that post-date 42 ka, such as Chauvet23,24, El Castillo25, Apollo 
1126 and Maros caves27.

The discovery of L13 demonstrates that drawing was part of the 
behavioural repertoire of populations of early Homo sapiens in south-
ern Africa at about 73 ka. It demonstrates their ability to apply similar 
graphic designs on various media using different techniques. The dis-
covery of abstract engravings on ochre, with patterns comparable to 
L13, from levels at BBC dated to 100–73 ka (Fig. 1) and the production 
of an ochre-rich paint stored in abalone shells6 suggest that drawings 
and possibly paintings may have been produced in older MSA levels, 
perhaps since 100 ka. The cross-hatched pattern of L13 pre-dates by 
at least 30,000 years the earliest previously known abstract and figura-
tive drawings. This finding supplements previous evidence reflecting 
cultural modernity and symbol use that has already been identified in 
the MSA levels at BBC through the discovery of personal ornaments, 
elaborate bone tools, engravings, and the production and storage of 
pigmented compounds. The L13 drawing adds a further dimension 
to our understanding of the processes that shaped the behaviour and 
cognition of early H. sapiens.

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting summaries, source 
data, statements of data availability and associated accession codes are available at 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-018-0514-3.
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Fig. 4 | Close-up views of the drawn lines on the L13 surface. a, Middle 
portions of lines 3 and 4 with location of the micrographs shown in d–f. 
b, Lines 8 and 9 on the proximal portion of the flake, with location of the 
micrographs g, h. c, Lines 9 and 6 on the proximal portion of the flake. 
i, Depth map of micrograph shown in f, with the location of the section 
shown in j indicated by a white line. Large white large arrows (d–h) point 
to deposits of powdery ochre preserved in recesses, small yellow arrows  
(d, e, g, h) point to prominent areas with compacted ochre deposits on 
which remnants of striations are still visible. These features are similar to 
those produced when a silcrete flake is experimentally marked with an 
ochre crayon (Extended Data Fig. 3b).
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MEthodS
No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size. The experiments 
were not randomized and investigators were not blinded to allocation during 
experiments and outcome assessment.

L13 was photographed using various macro-lenses, and examined and pho-
tographed with a motorized Leica Z6 APOA equipped with a DFC420 digital 
camera linked to LAS Montage and Leica Map DCM 3D computer software. 
Sections and three-dimensional models of selected portions of the lines on L13 
were obtained with the LAS Montage, or by exporting depth maps obtained with 
the LAS Montage into the Leica Map DCM 3D. An image of the surface with the 
cross-hatching was obtained by importing overlapping micrographs from the LAS 
Montage into Adobe Illustrator and then producing a tracing of the red patches 
and other features identified on L13. This tracing was compared to the original 
under a microscope and corrected as required. Data on the morphology, size, 
number of patches composing the lines on L13 and presence of striations on these 
lines were recorded.

Unmodified pieces of ochre (Extended Data Fig. 7a) with narrow pointed or 
linear edges and variable texture and hardness were used to experimentally mark 
silcrete flakes (Extended Data Fig. 7b). These flakes are archaeological objects that 
derive from weathered and eroding MSA levels on the BBC talus.

The silcrete flakes were carefully cleaned with a brush under running water 
between marking experiments to remove all traces of ochre from their surfaces. 
In the first experiment, both pointed and linear ochre pieces were used to produce 
single- and multiple-stroke straight and curved lines. Multiple strokes were pro-
duced by repeatedly passing the ochre edge over the silcrete surface in the same 
direction or with a to-and-fro movement in an effort to accurately superimpose 
each new line on those previously made. In a second experiment, four pointed 
and four linear ochre edges were used to produce a sequence of six single-stroke, 
parallel, straight four-centimetre-long lines per edge (Supplementary Table 1).

The width and length of the microfacets created on the ochre pieces by the 
marking process and the maximum and minimum width of the lines produced 
on the silcrete flakes were measured with a digital calliper after each line was pro-
duced. In a third experiment, fine-grained ochre powder, produced by rubbing 
ochre pieces on a grindstone, was mixed with water in three different concentra-
tions to produce three gradations of viscosity (thin, medium and thick).

Wooden sticks of 1 mm and 2 mm in diameter were gently crushed at one end 
with a hammer over a length of 1 cm to create a brush, and this was used to apply 
the three types of paint onto flat surfaces on the silcrete flakes.

The experimental lines made with the ochre pieces and wooden applicators were 
examined and photographed with the same equipment and procedures used for 
examining L13 immediately after their production and after being gently washed 
for 10 s under running tap water and dried at air temperature. This is the same 
cleaning process used for L13 and other BBC lithics recovered during sieving. 
When examining the experimental drawn and painted lines under the microscope, 
particular attention was paid to identifying features diagnostic of the marking 
technique, the direction in which the lines were made, the type of ochre edge 
used and the way in which washing altered the lines. In a final experiment, loose 
ochre powder produced by drawing nine four-centimetre-long straight lines with 
pointed and linear pieces on a silcrete flake was recovered and weighed on a scale 
with an accuracy of 1 mg.

Scanning electron microscopy with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
(SEM–EDS) analyses were performed using a FEI Quanta 200. Back-scattered 
electron images (BSE) and elemental analyses were conducted under a low  

vacuum mode with an accelerating voltage of 15 kV. BSE images were produced  
with a SiLi detector and EDS analyses with a SDD-EDAX detector. The EDS  
analyses were conducted under similar magnifications (×50, ×100 or ×200,  
and ×500 or ×1,000), at the same working distance (10 mm) and with the same 
acquisition time (100 s) for each EDS spectrum. Semi-quantitative data were  
calculated in weight percentages and normalized to 100%, C and O being 
included. Major (>10%), minor (>3%) and minor-to-trace elements (<3%) were 
distinguished28. For Raman analysis we used a SENTERRA dispersive Raman  
microscope (Bruker), equipped with an internal calibration system. The analyses 
were done with a 785-nm laser and a power of 1 mW to avoid transformation of 
mineral phases. Acquisition time was set to between 30 s and 70 s, and several 
co-additions of the signal if necessary. The working area was observed through 
the integrated colour camera, and data were collected with the software package 
OPUS 7.2.

High-resolution surface topography was acquired with a Sensofar S neox con-
focal microscope driven by SensoScan 6 software (Sensofar). For this study, we 
selected thirty 1.67 × 1.25-mm areas that were measured with a 20× objective (NA 
0.45). This allowed for a spatial resolution of 0.65 μm and a vertical resolution of 
0.31 μm. Seven areas were measured outside of the red lines on the surface with the 
drawing, seven on the other surfaces of L13, ten on the knapped surfaces and ten 
on the natural cortical surfaces of two fine-grained silcrete flakes from the MSA 
levels at BBC (Extended Data Fig. 6a). Three-dimensional reconstructions of the 
measured areas were visually compared. The location of the measured areas on 
L13 was randomly selected (Extended Data Fig. 6c). Tribological analysis of these 
surfaces entailed pre-treatments and the calculation of surface texture parameters 
according to the ISO standard 25178, using the SensoMap software. Pre-treatments 
conducted on the raw acquisitions consisted of (1) filling non-measured points 
using the neighbourhood valid points algorithm, (2) removing the general shape 
of the surface by subtracting a second-degree polynomial, (3) separating waviness 
from roughness by the application of a Gaussian filter with a 0.25-mm cut-off value, 
so that only roughness is kept for the calculation of surface texture parameters. 
Height, functional, spatial, hybrid and functional volume parameters were calcu-
lated for each quarter of each pre-treated area. Kruskall–Wallis multiple compar-
ison tests29 were applied to the dataset.

Scale sensitive fractal analysis using SensoMap 7.4.8443 software was also 
applied to L1330. This analysis calculates the difference between the topographic 
surface and its planimetric area. The calculation is made at many consecutive scales 
by reducing the area of the triangles tiling the surface. Results are represented by an 
s-curve in which the rising indicates the scale at which the surface becomes rough.

A high-resolution three-dimensional model was created by photogrammetry 
using the Photoscan Standard software (Agisoft, version 1.4.0). Fifty-six photos 
taken with a macro lens from different points of view were processed to create the 
model and apply the texture (Supplementary Data and Supplementary Video).
Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in 
the Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this paper.
Data availability. All data generated or analysed during this study are included in 
the published article and its Supplementary Information.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Microscopic examination and chemical analyses 
of the juxtaposed patches of red deposit that form the drawn lines on 
L13 and the smoothed surface of the silcrete flake. The lines consist 
mainly of fine-grained iron oxide (Fe), that were applied to the surface,  
as no haematite occur naturally in the silcrete raw material of L13.  
A, Photographs (left) and SEM–EDS images (right) of the red lines of the 
surface of L13. In the subpanels of A, images in a, b show lines 2 and 3;  
c, d show lines 5, 8 and 9; and e, f show lines 6 and 9 and red spots on a 
flake scar. The white rectangles in a, c and e indicate the areas that are 
enlarged in subpanels b, d and f, respectively. Notice the white appearance 
of the lines in the back-scattered electrons SEM–EDS images due to 

the presence of iron rich deposits. B, SEM–EDS images (back-scattered 
electrons) of line 2 and 5. Subpanels a–c show line 2; d–f show line 5. 
White squares indicate areas that are enlarged in the image with the 
corresponding letter. The rectangles and black/white circles in subpanels 
c, f show differences in elemental composition between the drawn lines 
(light areas) and the silcrete surface (dark areas). C, Raman analysis of 
line 4. Subpanel a shows a photograph with the location of the analysed 
area (white rectangle). Subpanel b shows the analysed spots and identified 
minerals. Subpanel c shows Raman spectra and micrographs of the 
analysed areas with peaks identifying haematite (red numbers) and quartz 
(black numbers).

© 2018 Springer Nature Limited. All rights reserved.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Microscopic examination and chemical analyses 
of microresidues. The microresidues on the smoothed silcrete surface 
outside of the lines differ in Fe content from the red lines, which—along 
with the presence of microstriations—supports the theory that the silcrete 
flake was part of an ochre grindstone before the drawing was made.  
A, Photographs and micrographs of the lines drawn on L13. Black squares 
in subpanels a, c, e indicate the areas enlarged in the adjacent subpanels  
b, d, f. Red residues are clearly visible on the matrix and on quartz  
grains. f, Black lines highlight superficial randomly oriented striations.  
B, SEM–EDS analysis of the silcrete outside the drawn lines. In subpanels 
a, c, d, black and white squares indicate the areas enlarged in the adjacent 

photograph. In subpanels e, f, the analysed spots (black squares and 
circles) identify the presence of isolated iron-rich particles on the surface 
of the matrix and the quartz grains. C, Raman analysis of microresidues 
preserved in quartz grain pits. Subpanel a shows a photograph with 
the location of the analysed area (white rectangle). Subpanel b shows 
analysed spots (white squares) and identified minerals. Subpanel c 
shows Raman spectra and micrographs of the analysed areas, with peaks 
identifying haematite (red numbers) and quartz (black numbers). The area 
shown in subpanel b of panel C  is the same as the area shown in subpanel 
b of panel B.

© 2018 Springer Nature Limited. All rights reserved.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | See next page for caption.

© 2018 Springer Nature Limited. All rights reserved.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Results from experimental marking of silcrete 
surfaces with ochre paint of varying viscosities and with an ochre 
crayon, and subsequent rinsing. A, Micrographs of experimentally 
painted lines before and after rinsing. Subpanels a–c show lines produced 
by applying a liquid (a), viscous (b) and very viscous (c) paint with a 
thin wooden brush on a silcrete surface. Subpanels d–f show the three-
dimensional rendering of the same lines showing the surface topography. 
Subpanels g–i show the same lines after gently rinsing the surface of the 
silcrete under running tap water. B, Lines produced experimentally on a 
silcrete flake with an ochre crayon. Subpanel a shows a single-stroke line 
drawn from the top to the bottom. Subpanels b, c show close-up views 
and three-dimensional renderings (subpanels d, e) of selected areas of 

subpanel a. Subpanels h, i show a photograph (h) and three-dimensional 
rendering (i) of a single-stroke line produced from the top to the bottom 
after gently rinsing the silcrete flake under running tap water. Subpanels 
f, g and j are depth maps and sections of b, c and a selected area of h, 
respectively. The locations of the sections are indicated on the depth maps 
by white bars. White arrows indicate deposits of powdery ochre preserved 
in recesses, and larger yellow arrows indicate prominent areas with 
compacted ochre deposits covered by striations. Compacted patches of 
ochre covered by striations and small deposits of ochre powder in recesses 
are preserved after the rinsing; these features and lines are similar to those 
on L13 (Fig. 4).

© 2018 Springer Nature Limited. All rights reserved.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Lines produced experimentally on silcrete flakes. 
These images show that, as it is difficult to exactly superimpose a new line 
on a previous one, superimposing a line on a previous line generally results 
in a wider line. Unidirectional, superimposed lines retain the same features 
observed on a single-stroke line. Multiple lines produced by a to-and-fro 
movement of the ochre edge show microscopic evidence that the crayon 
was moved in both directions. a, Straight single- (left) and five-stroke line 
(right) produced from the top to the bottom. b, Curved single- (left) and 
five-stroke line (right) produced from top left to the bottom right.  
c, Straight single- (left) and five-stroke line (right) produced by a  
to-and-fro motion. The lines in this figure were not rinsed with water.

© 2018 Springer Nature Limited. All rights reserved.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Experimental marking of silcrete flakes with 
a variety of ochre crayons. The morphology of lines will depend on the 
properties and composition of the ochre, the roughness of the silcrete 
surface, the pressure exerted and the morphology of the ochre area in 
contact with the silcrete. In general, soft, plastic, clayish ochre will produce 
thicker and more continuous lines than silty or sand-rich ochre. Lines on 
fine-grained silcrete will be better defined than those on coarse silcrete. 
Stronger pressure will produce comparatively wider, thicker and better 
defined lines. Six lines made with each of eight unmodified ochre crayons 
had a maximum width ranging from about 0.9 to 3.3 mm. Lines produced 
with a pointed ochre crayon tend to be wider and more variable in width 
than those made with a linear edge. The width of lines made with a linear 
edge is strongly correlated with the maximum width of the facets on the 
ochre piece. By contrast, no correlation is observed between the lines 

made with pointed crayons and the maximum width of the facets on the 
crayon. The width of the lines on the drawn cross-hatching present on L13 
is comparable with that of the experimental lines. The range (1.8–2.9 mm) 
of this width best fits the width variability observed when marking the 
silcrete with a pointed crayon rather than an edge. This indicates that a 
pointed ochre crayon was used to produce the cross-hatching and that the 
facet of the crayon in contact with the silcrete was about 1.3–2.9 mm wide. 
A, Correlation between the width of lines and the width of the resulting 
facets on eight experimental ochre crayons. Subpanel a shows results from 
crayons with pointed active areas. Subpanel b shows results from crayons 
with linear active areas. The grey bars indicate the width of lines on L13. 
B, Wear facet appearing on the natural surface of an ochre crayon after a 
single stroke (subpanel a) and five strokes (subpanel b).

© 2018 Springer Nature Limited. All rights reserved.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Three-dimensional rendering of microscopic 
areas of L13 and silcrete flakes from BBC. Three-dimensional rendering 
shows flattening of the surface of L13 with the drawing, dissolution of the 
matrix between quartz grains on the cortex of the BBC silcrete flakes and 
an unworn appearance of the other surfaces of L13 and the ventral aspect 
of the BBC silcrete flakes. A, Roughness analysis of L13 and MSA silcrete 
flakes from BBC. Subpanels a–d show three-dimensional renderings of 
a selected area of the surface of L13 with the drawing (a), other surfaces 
of L13 (b), knapped (c) and cortical (d) surfaces of BBC silcrete flakes. 
Subpanel e shows box plots of the variation of roughness variables Sq and 
Sdr, and a bi-plot correlating these two variables. Notice the high degree 
of smoothness of the surface of L13 with the drawing relative to the other 
surfaces. A Kruskall–Wallis multiple comparison test demonstrates that 

Sq, Sdr and Spc on the surface with the drawing are significantly lower 
(P < 0.01) than those measured on the remainder of the analysed surfaces 
of L13. B, Areal fractal analysis confirms a clear difference in roughness 
between the surface with the drawing and other surfaces of L13. This 
is consistent with the interpretation of the wear on the surface with the 
drawing as being produced by grinding activities before the drawing 
occurred. C, Analysis of L13 with confocal microscopy. Rectangles 
indicate the locations of the analysed areas on the surface with the drawing 
(red) and on the other surfaces (green). Letters distinguish analyses 
conducted with areal fractal analysis on the surface with the drawing (a), 
a flake scar on the surface with the drawing (b), a flake scar on the dorsal 
surface (c) from analyses made on the dorsal (d) and ventral surfaces (e).

© 2018 Springer Nature Limited. All rights reserved.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | Ochre and silcrete used in the replication experiments. a, Pieces of ochre used experimentally to produce lines on silcrete 
flakes. b, Silcrete flakes used during the experiments.

© 2018 Springer Nature Limited. All rights reserved.
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Nature Research wishes to improve the reproducibility of the work that we publish. This form is intended for publication with all accepted life 
science papers and provides structure for consistency and transparency in reporting. Every life science submission will use this form; some list 
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    Experimental design
1.   Sample size

Describe how sample size was determined. The entire surface of the archaeological object described in our manuscript was analysed and 
all the lines present on it were examined and documented. Thus, the sample size corresponds 
to the sum of all lines available for study. The same applies to the experimental lines that we 
made and all these were analyzed

2.   Data exclusions

Describe any data exclusions. No data were excluded from the analysis

3.   Replication

Describe the measures taken to verify the reproducibility 
of the experimental findings.

Raman and SEM analyses of residues, and roughness measurements, both inside and outside 
the drawn lines on the object were conducted in as many places as possible. In the analyses 
of the archaeological object reproducibility was ensured by repeating analyses at different 
locations. However, the number of these analyses were circumscribed by the relatively small 
size of the object, the fact that a relatively large area on one of its aspects is covered by a 
white 'varnish', the state of preservation of the surface as well as for conservation reasons. 
The sample size of the experimental lines was determined by availability of silcrete flakes, 
similar in size to L13, that were recovered on the Blombos Cave MSA talus and were out of 
context. For conservation reasons we were not able to use plotted flakes recovered in situ. 
These out of context silcrete flakes had suitable granulometry on which  to conduct the 
experiments. The number of roughness analyses on these flakes was determined by the 
number of spots analyzed on the archaeological object in order to contrast comparable 
samples. In the case of the experimental lines  two sub-populations of 24 lines (SI Table 1, SI 
figure 4) were considered sufficient to identify the degree of correlation between the line 
width and the crayon facet width.

4.   Randomization

Describe how samples/organisms/participants were 
allocated into experimental groups.

Each new set of experimental lines was made on the available silcrete flakes that randomly 
came out of Blombos Cave deposits that were leaching onto the talus

5.   Blinding

Describe whether the investigators were blinded to 
group allocation during data collection and/or analysis.

The investigators were not blinded during the collection and analysis of data

Note: all in vivo studies must report how sample size was determined and whether blinding and randomization were used.
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6.   Statistical parameters 
For all figures and tables that use statistical methods, confirm that the following items are present in relevant figure legends (or in the 
Methods section if additional space is needed). 

n/a Confirmed

The exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement (animals, litters, cultures, etc.)

A description of how samples were collected, noting whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same 
sample was measured repeatedly

A statement indicating how many times each experiment was replicated

The statistical test(s) used and whether they are one- or two-sided 
Only common tests should be described solely by name; describe more complex techniques in the Methods section.

A description of any assumptions or corrections, such as an adjustment for multiple comparisons

Test values indicating whether an effect is present 
Provide confidence intervals or give results of significance tests (e.g. P values) as exact values whenever appropriate and with effect sizes noted.

A clear description of statistics including central tendency (e.g. median, mean) and variation (e.g. standard deviation, interquartile range)

Clearly defined error bars in all relevant figure captions (with explicit mention of central tendency and variation)

See the web collection on statistics for biologists for further resources and guidance.

   Software
Policy information about availability of computer code

7. Software

Describe the software used to analyze the data in this 
study. 

The softwares we used are available end-user applications. They were applied to increase 
focus when taking photos under the microscope and to produce 3D reconstructions (LAS 
Montage and Leica Map DCM 3D software); produce tracings from photos (Adobe illustrator), 
visualize and compare Raman spectra (OPUS 7.2. ); visualize and store surface data obtained 
with a confocal microscope (SensoScan 6 ); conduct scale sensitive fractal analysis (SSFA) 
using SensoMap 7.4.8443 on these data; and create by photogrammetry a 3D model of the 
archaeological object (Agisoft 1.2.5)

For manuscripts utilizing custom algorithms or software that are central to the paper but not yet described in the published literature, software must be made 
available to editors and reviewers upon request. We strongly encourage code deposition in a community repository (e.g. GitHub). Nature Methods guidance for 
providing algorithms and software for publication provides further information on this topic.

   Materials and reagents
Policy information about availability of materials

8.   Materials availability

Indicate whether there are restrictions on availability of 
unique materials or if these materials are only available 
for distribution by a third party.

The archaeological object described in our manuscript is unique. All archaeological material 
recovered from Blombos Cave is stored and curated, after study, at the IZIKO South African 
Museum, Cape Town and is available for study there.

9.   Antibodies

Describe the antibodies used and how they were validated 
for use in the system under study (i.e. assay and species).

not applicable

10. Eukaryotic cell lines
a.  State the source of each eukaryotic cell line used. not applicable

b.  Describe the method of cell line authentication used. not applicable

c.  Report whether the cell lines were tested for 
mycoplasma contamination.

not applicable

d.  If any of the cell lines used are listed in the database 
of commonly misidentified cell lines maintained by 
ICLAC, provide a scientific rationale for their use.

not applicable
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    Animals and human research participants
Policy information about studies involving animals; when reporting animal research, follow the ARRIVE guidelines

11. Description of research animals
Provide all relevant details on animals and/or 
animal-derived materials used in the study.

not applicable

Policy information about studies involving human research participants

12. Description of human research participants
Describe the covariate-relevant population 
characteristics of the human research participants.

Four researchers, co-authors of the manuscript (CH, FdE, LD, AQ) were involved in the 
experiments. In archaeology it is common practice that experiments requiring a specialized 
expertise in prehistoric technology are conducted by the researchers themselves.
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